
Redesign of the Mobile Maker Cart 

Overview 
PSU Made By Design Lab tasked the team to redesign their mobile maker 
cart the had been created by a capstone group in Fall 2017. The team 
needed to address issues that the sponsor had with the cart, as well as create 
new aspects to the cart. Along with redesigning the cart, the team had to build the cart and provide the 
sponsor with an instruction manual in order for the Made By Design Lab to be able to build more carts in 
the future. 
 

Objectives 
The team had to redesign and construct and new mobile maker cart. Things the team addressed included 
the issue that the cart was top heavy, adding a display area, building drawers that properly fit the cart, 
making the cart more aesthetically pleasing, and ensuring that the 3D printer would not overheat by 
adding a ventilation system. 
 

Approach 
● The team generated concepts, scored them, and used concept selection to decide on which 

concept was prefered. 
● The team searched for patents and did not find anything exactly like the cart. Patents for things 

that are similar were reviewed. 
● The team set up weekly meetings with the sponsor to determine customer needs and any changes 

that he wanted. 
● CAD models were created of the cart and force analysis was conducted on the drawers of the cart. 
● A finalized cart was fully constructed. 
● Tests for overheating and mobility were performed. 
● Multiple runs for each test was performed to ensure the data obtained was accurate.  
● The team was able to gather customer satisfaction based on surveys conducted in classes. General 

response was satisfactory with minimal improvements needed. The printer was run for extended 
periods of time to test that it would not overheat. Mobility was rated on how easy the cart can 
move through the 3rd floor of hammond. Comments were given to help improve the overall ease 
of mobility for the cart. 

 

Outcomes 
● The 3D printer can now run without overheating with the addition of a 

ventilation system. 
● The team ensured that the sponsor with be able to afford replicating the 

cart in the future. 
● A detailed instruction manual has been created. 
● The cart is no longer top heavy. 
● The cart is aesthetically appealing and inspiring to the students that will 

use it. 
 


